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Your position: Home / MORE / Pet supplies

Sold: 20

(5 Review(s))

Quantity: 1

PETWAKEY-ST Dog Water Bowl Dog Bowl Slow
Water Feeder No-Spill Pet Water Bowl 35oz
Splash Proof Anti Spill Slow Feeder Dish
Launch Date：November 20, 2020

(53 available)

BUY NOW

USD $12.89
23% OFF$9.89
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    PDF Format

AUTO RISE & FALL - The floa�ng plate will rise and fall according to the water level. When the
floa�ng plate is pressed, it will sink below the water level, larger pets can quickly learn how to use
the bowl, while smaller pets like cats simply drink from the centre of the disk.
 
SLOW WATER FEEDER - The automa�cally adjustable floa�ng plate design slows down the drinking
speed of your pet, avoiding the yellowing of your pet's mouth and preven�ng the skin disease
caused by the wetness of the face.
 
DOUBLE ANTI-SPILL - Floa�ng plate is reinforced by the fixed border can effec�vely prevent water
splash to your floor. Due to its simple structure, it’s easy to assemble and disassemble, thus it’s easy
to clean its inside and out.
 
CAR-MOUNTED USE - With its par�cular splash-proof design, you can put it in your car. To a large
extent, it prevents water from splashing, even the car is moving. With the dimension 8.8 x 7.2 x 2 in,
PETWAKEY-ST pet water bowl can hold about 35oz(1L) in total, which is enough for your pet to drink
all day.
 
NON SKID - PETWAKEY-ST Slow Dog Water Bowl features 4 skid-proof rubberized grips at the bo�om
for proper gripping. With low center of gravity, the bowl keep it stable on the floor.It is hard for your
cat or dog to �p it over.
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5 5 Reviews
Write a review

Xav***

Dec 15, 2020

Kal***

Dec 11, 2020

Eli***

Nov 30, 2020

I will be traveling soon with 2 dogs and 5 cats so I was looking at different dog bowls like this one.

The price on this one was better than others for a similar bowl. My dog and cats like it and it's easy

to clean. Would buy again.

Was this review helpful? (0)

Reply

Bought this for my puppy dog. This is much better alternative to having small bowl which i have to

refill few times a day. Took few times for the puppy to like but now he is fine and uses it all the time.

Was this review helpful? (0)

Reply

best water bowl i ever brought for my dog tootsie. no spills anymore great quality of material super

easy to use. I love the fact there no most water to mop up. super fast delivery

Was this review helpful? (0)

Reply
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